Climate Friendly Gas Production: Organic Waste to Energy
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Could blue become the new “green”? German-based company Blue Tower Energy Inc. seems
to think so as it has designed an environmentally friendly waste & sewage remnant disposal
system which produces electricity and hydrogen, appropriately named Blue Tower. More
importantly, it creates clean renewable energy.
Designed as a replacement for the current environmentally unfriendly method of municipal
waste removal, Blue Tower uses multi-feedstock technology utilizing staged steam
reformation and pyrolysis, a process in which organic material is decomposed using high
temperatures sans oxygen. Blue Tower is unique in that
by using separate stages of steam reformation, dust and
tar are significantly reduced as the processes are more
easily controlled. “Waste” heat is also used to dry the
input materials and no waste water is produced.
“It’s designed for urban settings to manage the waste
problem locally instead of trucking it out,” says Charlie
Thannhaeuser, chief executive of Blue Tower Energy
USA. “The largest cost for waste companies is collection
and transporting it to the landfill. We cut that out, and we
use the material to create energy.”
http://www.greenready.info/climatefriendlygas.htm
An initial investment of €24.6 million resulted in a pilot
project from 2001-2006, proving the feasibility of the
technology. In 2009 an additional demonstration plant
was constructed to demonstrate market readiness in
Herten, Germany, which aims to be the “silicon valley of
the hydrogen and fuel cell industry” according to the city
planning director Volker Linder. The plant provides enough electricity to power 12,000
homes.
Despite a height of 137 feet and large energy output of this system, the CO2 emissions are
comparable to less than that of a small car, with no new pollutants or heavy metals produced.
Additionally, it abides by the very strict German and EU renewable energy regulations and is
among the most environmentally friendly plants in the world with savings of 15,300 tons/year
CO2.
Blue Tower takes up only about 20 square yards of space and can pay for itself within 5 years.
This makes sense considering the many negative aspects of trucking municipal waste to
landfills, which would be unnecessary with Blue Tower technology.
Eine Investition von € 24.600.000 (von 2001 bis 2006) für ein Pilotprojekt resultierte zum Nachweis der Machbarkeit der Technologien . Im Jahr 2009
wurde zur Marktreife eine zusätzliche Demonstrationsanlage in Herten gebaut (?) , Herten, Deutschland, dem "Silicon Valley der Wasserstoff-und
Brennstoffzellen-Branche", so der Stadtplanungschef Volker Linder. Die Anlage soll demonstrieren. dass sie genug Strom für 12.000 Haushalte liefert.

Currently, two additional plants are planned in Germany. One in Friesoyther will generate 11
MW from 90,000 t/a chicken manure and an additional plant in Offenbach will generate 2
MW from green cuttings, sewage sludge, and grape residues.
While this technology was created in Germany, Blue Tower Energy has offices worldwide
and operations are now under way for two more plants in India (8MW) and Mumbai (15
MW). Wood-waste Blue Tower plants are already in use in Japan while plants in the U.S. are
also in the planning process. In fact, Blue Tower Energy USA is building a Blue Tower in Las
Vegas, serving as a showcase for trash-rich cities along the west coast. The towers generally
produce around 15MW of power.
All in all, it is quite a simple process. Regenerative feedstock such as green roadside cuttings,
garden waste, and manure are put through a three-step process inside the Blue Tower,
producing hydrogen rich “Blue Gas” which can be reformed to pure hydrogen. Heat is also
produced, which can then be used for producing hot water or cooling. Alternatively, Blue Gas
can generate synthetic natural gas and be fed directly into the natural gas supply network.
What exactly can be done with this hydrogen? Depending on location, it could be used as a
local fuel for fuel cell automobiles. With use of an electrolyzer, it can be used to create
electricity, decreasing dependency on the fossil fuel powered grid.
The business aspect of this technology is tremendous, which means there is a huge potential
for reducing CO2 emissions and providing clean energy. Given that it can use many different
types of biomass, it is not dependent on a single material for input and can be built worldwide
wherever excess waste exists.
The United States has a huge potential market for these towers, as anywhere with waste
material, such as a farm, is a potential site for construction. Furthermore, the use of
regenerative feedstock saves disposal costs for waste materials. More importantly, many
green jobs would be created because of the diverse amount of material input and sheer
number of towers.
This technology is still young but growing. Blue Tower is not cookie cutter technology but
requires careful planning depending on the specific site of operation. Farms worldwide and
any building or company producing waste could benefit from Blue Tower, and the potential
CO2 reduction, electricity and hydrogen production makes this an important technology on the
path to a cleaner, more efficient world.
Waste reduction, job creation and clean energy production: exactly what the U.S. needs.

